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ReviewIlluminating the Landscape of In Vivo
Immunity: Insights from Dynamic In Situ
Imaging of Secondary Lymphoid Tissues

lar interactions like these by observing and analyzing
them in detail at the right time and in the proper location.

Until recently, collecting the data needed to under-
stand the complex migratory behavior and transitory
cell associations of lymphocytes has been limited by
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available techniques. Our knowledge of immune cell in-Bethesda, Maryland 20892
teractions has come primarily from in vitro studies of
various coculture systems, ex vivo examination of con-
sequences of cellular interactions in situ, and static his-A central feature of the immune system is the migra-
tological analyses of lymphoid tissues, all of which havetory behavior of its cellular components. Thus, fully
been indispensable to our current mechanistic under-understanding the generation and maintenance of im-
standing of such interactions (Germain and Jenkins,mune responses must include consideration of how
2004; Jenkins et al., 2001). However, these methodshematopoietic cells home to, interact within, and exit
do not permit direct examination of inherently dynamicfrom secondary lymphoid organs as well as peripheral
processes at the single-cell level in both a temporallytissues. Recent advances in in situ imaging techniques
and spatially resolved fashion within the physiologic en-now permit direct observation of these events in their
vironment of lymphoid tissues or created by active in-physiologic settings with high spatiotemporal resolu-
flammation at peripheral sites. In the past few years,tion. This review summarizes progress in this area of
however, advances in imaging instruments, software,investigation from a lymphocentric perspective. We
fluorescent reagents, and animal manipulation toolshighlight controversies, point out key unanswered ques-
have begun to address these limitations.tions, and briefly outline what we believe are some

Epifluorescence-based video intravital microscopy wasof the near-term directions that in situ microscopic
the first of these dynamic imaging methods to be em-analysis of the immune system will take.
ployed (MacPhee et al., 1992; Mempel et al., 2003). Its
use provided new insights into cell adherence to and
penetration of microvasculature endothelium but did notIntroduction
permit analysis of cells within dense organized lymphoidThe normal functions of the nervous system critically
tissues or the extravascular spaces of inflamed tissues.depend on information storage and data transmission
The recent advent of new micro-PET (Herschman, 2003),involving the network of synaptic connections among
luminescence (Hardy et al., 2001), and micro-MRI (Kircherneurons. Similarly, operation of the immune system also
et al., 2003) methods has permitted the repetitive analy-requires sophisticated cellular communications that rely
sis of lymphocyte distribution in animals, but only withto a great extent on intimate membrane contacts (Dustin
limited resolution that does not reveal individual celland Colman, 2002). While neuronal connections are fre-
behavior or have the capacity to track signaling eventsquently long-lived and, at least late in development, can
and molecular distribution patterns (Choy et al., 2003).often be considered “hard-wired,” the immune system is
These limitations have been overcome in mouse modelsuniquely “soft-wired.” Its cells constantly traffic through
by the application of conventional confocal microscopydifferent parts of the body (Butcher et al., 1999; von
and, most recently, by the powerful approach of two-

Andrian and Mackay, 2000), establishing or relinquishing
photon laser scanning microscopy. The technical as-

key physical contacts with various partner cells at differ-
pects of each microscopic method have been well de-

ent times and in diverse locations. For example, the scribed in a recent review (Cahalan et al., 2002). In brief,
induction of a productive T cell response requires den- standard epifluorescence microscopy yields an image
dritic cells (DCs) that have captured antigens (Ags) at that represents emitted light from both well above and
peripheral sites of infection to migrate into secondary well below the focal plane within a specimen. In contrast,
lymphoid organs such as lymph nodes (LNs), spleen, both confocal and two-photon imaging limits the col-
and Peyer’s patches. Here DCs come in contact with lected light to a small axial (z) distance, thereby improv-
naive T cells that repeatedly circulate between the blood ing the resolution of objects in three-dimensional space
compartment and these organized secondary lymphoid by limiting superposition of signals. The rapid sequential
sites. After Ag-specific T cells are activated by Ag-bear- collection of several colors of x-y data at multiple z
ing DCs through a series of contact-dependent signaling levels in a thick specimen and the repetition of this
events, they terminate this pairing and reenter the circu- volume imaging over time allows the shape, movement,
lation, often emigrating and accumulating at peripheral molecular patterning, and even gene activation re-
sites of inflammation and Ag deposition (Banchereau sponses of multiple cell types to be simultaneously
and Steinman, 1998). In these latter locations, the differ- tracked in a dynamic manner with high resolution (Bousso
entiated T cells carry out their effector functions, a pro- et al., 2002; Bousso and Robey, 2003; Cahalan et al.,
cess that itself typically involves direct cell contact. Im- 2002; Mempel et al., 2004; Stoll et al., 2002). In the case
munologists seeking a deeper understanding of host of two-photon methods, this type of data collection can
defense and of autoimmunity must dissect critical cellu- extend hundreds of microns into native tissues. With

the proper specimen handling, imaging can be extended
over many hours, and when combined with sequential*Correspondence: rgermain@niaid.nih.gov
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sample analysis, these methods permit the visualization conditions. Although many investigators have ascribed
differences in T cell motility observations between theof different stages of immune responses. This is an excit-
Stoll report and others to oxygenation effects, moreing development that has already begun to provide new
recent work has pointed in another direction with in-understanding of the dynamic nature of the immune
triguing physiologic implications, namely a striking de-system and promises to revolutionize our concepts of
gree of variation in lymphocyte migratory behaviors inimmune cell behavior.
distinct subregions of the LN.In this review, we summarize and discuss what has

The limit for high-resolution confocal work is typicallybeen learned from live tissue-imaging studies in the con-
less than 80–100 �m, whereas two-photon studies cantext of the still limited literature on this topic and, wher-
extend 200–300 �m into the LN under optimal condi-ever possible, point out what we believe can or should
tions. A variety of experiments have been conducted inbe studied with this new approach in the future. Because
our laboratory to explore whether this imaging depthmost of the published studies have been focused on
difference or oxygenation is the principle factor respon-DC-T cell interactions, we will also center our discussion
sible for the differing data on naive cell motility in theon this topic.
various published studies. These experiments have re-
vealed that there are substantial variations in the migra-Dynamic Tissue-Imaging Techniques
tion of naive T cells in distinct areas of the LN andCurrently, two methods of tissue preparation exist for
especially in shallow versus deep segments relative toin situ confocal and two-photon laser scanning micros-
the capsule. The mobility of naive CD4� and CD8� T cellscopy: tissue explant microscopy and intravital micros-
in explants imaged using the room air conditions of Stollcopy. By using two-photon imaging of explanted LNs
et al. but employing two-photon methods is very similarbathed in medium perfused with 95% O2 (a procedure
to that reported by Miller et al. and Bousso and Robey,chosen based on prior neurobiological studies of brain
provided that the tracking involves depths not typicallyslices [Yuste et al., 1999] whose relevance to the physio-
visualized with confocal instrumentation. This can belogical condition within LNs is uncertain [Caldwell et al.,
seen in Movie 1 (available online at http://www.immunity.2001]), Miller et al. (2002) provided the first detailed,
com/cgi/content/full/21/3/331/DC1), in which most ofquantitative analysis of the movement of adoptively
the lymphocytes show very dynamic movements deeptransferred, ex vivo fluorescent-dye-labeled naive B and
under the capsule (�100 �m), whereas cells in the “shal-CD4� T cells in a lymphoid tissue. Both the T and B cells
lower” regions of the same LN (�80 �m) show eitherwere extremely mobile, moving at 11 and 6 �m/min,
slow movement or are immobile, as originally seen withrespectively. A similar high motility was also subse-
confocal microscopy (Stoll et al., 2002). Despite the slowquently observed for naive CD8� T cells by Bousso and
moving or immobile T cells in the shallower region, how-Robey (2003) by using an O2-perfused LN explant
ever, we are able to observe T cells in clusters withmethod similar to that of Miller et al. Extrapolation from
antigen-bearing DCs that are present in these as wellthe imaging data involving CD8� T cells suggested that
as deep T-zone regions (A.Y.C.H, unpublished data).up to 500 naive cells probed a single DC every hour in

Could these regional differences themselves still be
the absence of antigen.

an experimental artifact due to the use of explanted
At the same time that Miller et al. described naive cell

LNs, which lack blood flow, lymph flow, and innervation,
behavior in the absence of antigen, Stoll et al. (2002)

or because the surfaces of exposed tissues are prone to
reported results of tissue explant imaging of CD4� T cell hypothermia? Several observations suggest not. First,
interactions with antigen-bearing DC using a confocal although the confocal explant experiments of Stoll et
instrument and without super-oxygenation of LNs. In al. (2002) did not show naive T cell movement near the
contrast to the findings first reported by Miller et al. capsule, antigen-activated CD4� T cells migrated rap-
(2002), they found that naive CD4� T cells were relatively idly within the same region. Second, a new method of
immobile within the region of observation (�80 �m be- imaging intact lymphoid organs in anesthetized animals
low the capsule) when Ag-bearing DC were absent, but (intravital microscopy) has recently been developed to
after 36 hr of DC interaction and antigen-dependent provide for more physiologic conditions of observation.
activation, these lymphocytes moved rapidly in a man- In our hands, when applied to a range of subcapsular
ner similar to that seen by the other groups using na- depths, such intravital imaging has again reproducibly
ive T cells. demonstrated significant heterogeneity in lymphocyte

Given the known constant recirculation of naive lym- migration pattern and speed, with naive T cells in deeper
phocytes (Ford and Gowans, 1969), Stoll et al. pointed regions moving rapidly and those in shallow regions
out in their initial report that there must be a technical showing limited movement or static behaviors. The data
reason for their failure to observe the expected motility on T cell mobility that we have obtained deep in the
of the CD4� T cells prior to TCR-dependent activation. T cell zone agree with those first reported using this
Several possible explanations were considered, among technique by Miller et al. (2002), who described compa-
them tissue oxygenation, laser phototoxicity, and the rable naive CD4� T cell motility in the LN of living animals
specific region of the LN imaged. Phototoxicity seemed and in LN explants (9 �m/min and 11 �m/min, respec-
an unlikely source of artifact, because T cells recovered tively) (Miller et al., 2003). We have also imaged a single
after prolonged imaging of a LN with foreign antigen- inguinal LN sequentially in two opposing directions, from
pulsed DC showed activation markers such as CD69 the capsule toward the hilus and then from the hilus out
and those imaged divided and moved vigorously after toward the capsule (A.Y.C.H., unpublished data). In each
more than 8 hr of intermittent illumination. Nonetheless, data set, the zone of lymphocyte immobility corre-

sponded to the shallow subcapsular and interfollicularlittle naive cell movement was seen under the same
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areas of the LN (Movies 2 and 3, available online at ducting imaging studies in the context of appropriate
anatomic landmarks. Bajenoff and Guerder used se-http://www.immunity.com/cgi/content/full/21/3/331/

DC1), rather than the region in which observation began quential static imaging methods to show that T cells
first accumulate in contact with Ag-bearing DCs justand in which the potential for phototoxicity was greatest.

Finally, tissue-draining DCs also showed robust migra- outside the HEV through which the lymphocytes entered
the LN (Bajenoff et al., 2003). Likewise, another grouption in the subcapsular region (Movie 4, available online

at http://www.immunity.com/cgi/content/full/21/3/331/ has recently reported that T- and B-lymphocytes, as
well as DCs, congregate in the interfollicular region orDC1), adding to the evidence against a temperature,

phototoxicity, or oxygenation artifact as the origin of the “cortical ridge” and that T-DC interactions in the pres-
ence of antigen preferentially occur here rather than inlimited lymphocyte mobility in this area of the LN. Taken

as a whole, these findings suggest a striking difference the deep T zone (Katakai et al., 2004). In our own live
imaging studies, the use of fluorescent dextrans injectedin T cell migration patterns corresponding to different

anatomical locations within the LN. Such differences intravenously allowed blood vessels (including HEV) to
be visualized and demonstrated that many of the poorlymay have been under-appreciated in published studies

that typically excluded the interfollicular and subcapsu- motile lymphocytes in a LN are arrayed along the vessel
walls (Movie 5, available online at http://www.immunity.lar zones from analysis (Bousso and Robey, 2003; Mem-

pel et al., 2004; Miller et al., 2002, 2003, 2004). Both the com/cgi/content/full/21/3/331/DC1). Without this marking
of the vessels, these immobile cells would just be apotential immunological significance and the mechanis-

tic origins of these differences in lymphocyte mobility subpopulation of the total pool of tracked lymphocytes
whose “aberrant” behavior could not be related to anyare discussed more fully below.

Such evidence for regional differences in lymphocyte particular feature of lymph node organization.
migratory behavior also suggests that intravital imaging
has certain limitations despite being a more physiologic T Cell Interactions with Antigen-Bearing DCs:
method of analysis. Live animal surgical approaches to Long-Lasting or Short-Lived Clusters
certain tissues of interest may prevent effective data Early studies using dynamic lymphocyte-imaging meth-
collection under some conditions due to anatomical ods were not focused solely on naive cell migration;
constraints they place on the available field of view they also examined the nature and duration of T cell
within the target lymphoid structure. Explant methods contact with DC bearing cognate Ag. By employing
circumvent this problem by allowing multiple imaging adoptive transfer of T cells from TCR transgenic mice
angles in an isolated tissue and the collection of more with a known specificity and DC bearing the correspond-
representative data throughout the LN structure, while ing pMHC ligands (Ingulli et al., 1997; Kearney et al.,
also minimizing motion artifacts. 1994), it was possible to examine how agonist recogni-

tion influenced this critical cell-cell interaction. A key
issue was the duration of such associations in relationRespecting Anatomy

Regional intranodal variations in T cell migration high- to the resulting functional state of the T cell. Prior to the
emergence of live tissue-imaging tools, two widely citedlight an essential parameter critical to proper interpreta-

tion of dynamic imaging data, namely an appreciation in vitro studies explored this question and reached dras-
tically differing conclusions. By using pMHC-coatedof the intricate underlying architecture of an organized

lymphoid organ. While certain unstained elements such plastic to simulate the cell surface of antigen-presenting
cells (APC) and soluble anti-CD28 antibody to mimicas collagen-rich fibers can be visualized due to a unique

feature of two-photon illumination (“second harmonic costimulatory signals, Iezzi et al. (1998) found that naive
T cells needed approximately 10 hr of costimulation andemission” [Zoumi et al., 2002]), many key nonlymphoid

structures (e.g., high endothelial venules [HEV], the TCR signaling or more than 20 hr TCR signaling alone
before they committed to cell proliferation (Iezzi et al.,draining sinus, conduits, stromal cells, and many com-

ponents of the extracellular matrix) along with endoge- 1998). Although this initial study did not directly address
the issue of whether required period of stimulationnous, unlabeled hematopoietic cells are represented as

a dark background. When viewing movies made from needed to be continuous, a more recent report suggests
that this is the case (Huppa et al., 2003). Gunzer et al.such data sets, it is tempting to interpret these dark

zones as “empty space” akin to the open areas between (2000) examined this issue with a different approach.
Employing DCs as APCs and a collagen-gel matrix tocells in a culture dish. Of course, nothing could be further

from the truth, and the dense packing of cells along with mimic a three-dimensional tissue environment, these
authors found that a large fraction of T cells engagedthe complex distribution of stromal elements seen in

conventionally stained fixed or frozen sections of lymphoid in short (10–15 min) and sequential contacts with the
same or different DCs, eventually becoming activatedtissues makes this perception error readily apparent.

These unseen structures and cells undoubtedly influ- as measured by changes in surface marker expression
and cell proliferation. Based on these results, these au-ence the observed behavior of labeled cells, but the true

impact of this “missing data” on proper interpretation thors proposed a “digital” counter mechanism inside
T cells that determined when the accumulated signalsof imaging studies will remain unknown until better land-

marks and multicolor detection methods can be devel- from these short encounters exceeded a threshold nec-
essary for cellular activation (Friedl and Gunzer, 2001;oped to delineate the contributions of these structures

to the pattern of cellular behavior in complex lymphoid Gunzer et al., 2000).
Each of these in vitro systems has serious drawbacks.tissues.

Two recent studies emphasize the importance of con- That employed by Iezzi et al. (1998) lacked living Ag-
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bearing DCs and involved a two-dimensional environ- longed antigen-specific interactions that preceded the
onset of cell division.ment. In contrast, while Gunzer et al. employed live DCs

as APCs and tried to mimic the three-dimensional tissue More recently, Mempel et al. reported a more detailed
analysis of Ag-specific interactions between CD8� Tenvironment, the collage gel matrix differs from the

lymphoid tissue at least in one major respect: T cells cells and Ag-bearing DCs by using intravital rather than
explant methods (Mempel et al., 2004). Two hours afterdo not seem to be exposed to collagen fibers anywhere

in LNs (Gretz et al., 1997). In addition, the assessment transfer of dye-labeled T lymphocytes, a monoclonal
antibody specific for CD62L was administered to inter-of T cell activation by using a combination of cell-surface

phenotype and bulk proliferation, as done in this study, fere with the tethering of circulating lymphocytes to HEV
(Butcher et al., 1999; von Andrian and Mackay, 2000;may have been misleading with respect to whether the

majority of the cells that showed transient interactions Warnock et al., 1998) and prevent T cells that had not
already entered the LN from doing so. This produced awith DC actually became fully activated and synthesized

cytokines. It is possible that only the small fraction of labeled T cell cohort within the lymphoid organ that was
reasonably well synchronized in terms of its residenceT cells showing long-lived associations with APC did

so, as was found in another in vitro imaging study (Hurez time in the tissue. The characteristics of the interactions
of these lymphocytes with Ag-bearing DCs could thenet al., 2003). Clearly, direct observation of T-DC interac-

tions in their native tissue environment was needed to be related to how long after LN entry the observed be-
havior took place. T cells were found to initially engageresolve the contact duration-activation issues.

Two groups initially approached this subject by using in brief and multiple contacts with antigen-bearing DCs
whose motility decreased over time. This “phase one”explant imaging. Cahalan and colleagues visualized sta-

ble (�50 min) clusters of DO11.10 CD4� TCR transgenic was followed by a 12 hr period (“phase two”) during
which Ag-specific T cells established and maintainedcells in draining LNs 24 hr after a subcutaneous oval-

bumin immunization (Miller et al., 2002). Although anti- stable conjugates with DCs. After this period of pro-
longed interactions with DCs, T cells were found to dis-gen-bearing DCs were not directly visualized in this par-

ticular study, previous experiments demonstrated that sociate and regain rapid motility, accompanied by cellu-
lar proliferation (“phase three”). These latter two phaseswith the same combination of Ag and transgenic T cells,

Ag-specific T cells formed clusters exclusively around seen with CD8� T cells analyzed by using intravital con-
ditions correspond closely to the results previously ob-DCs 24 hr after Ag immunization or direct injection of

Ag-pulsed DCs (Ingulli et al., 1997, 2002). Therefore, the tained by Stoll et al. with CD4� T cells and explant
methods. Although the two studies involved differentT cell clusters observed by Miller et al. (2002) most likely

contained Ag-bearing DCs, and these data would thus DC populations, T cell subsets, and different imag-
ing depths, they both demonstrated that very long-livedbe consistent with a long-lasting T-DC conjugation

model. This latter group did, however, also observe antigen-driven T-DC associations characteristically pre-
cede activation for cell division and rapid migration of“swarming” behaviors by some Ag-specific T cells that

did not form clusters but were nonetheless confined to the activated cells within the LN parenchyma. Very im-
portantly, T cells in phase one as defined by Mempel eta relatively small area with much reduced motility. This

behavior is superficially consistent with the second al. did not upregulate CD25 or produce IL-2, despite
their transient and multiple contacts with DCs. In fact,model, that individually short-lived but repetitive T-DC

contacts drive T cell activation. these authors did not observe increased CD25 expres-
sion or IL-2 and IFN-� production until after the stable-Data from an independent live-imaging study reported

simultaneously with the results of Miller et al. and involv- contact phase (phase two), suggesting the necessity
of prolonged T-DC conjugation for full-fledged T celling LN explants with dual color analysis of both T cells

and DC, however, provided clear evidence for a long- activation (Huppa et al., 2003; Iezzi et al., 1998). The
Mempel report also provided a potential explanationlived interaction model. Stoll et al. (2002) reported that

the bulk of transferred CD4� T cells present in the sub- for the “swarming” behavior as originally described by
Miller et al. (Cahalan et al., 2002), suggesting that thecapsular region of a LN explant formed highly stable

antigen-dependent associations with DC, with individual T cells involved may represent recent immigrants dis-
playing the phase one behavior. It has been proposedunbroken associations tracked for up to 15 hr in some

cases. Only after more than 36 hr of potential T-DC that this period of transient DC contacts may be needed
for “resensitization” of the cells after they emerge fromcontact and the onset of cell division in the T cell popula-

tion were many of the lymphocytes seen to move rapidly blood where they have been deprived of the self-recog-
nition necessary for optimal foreign antigen reactivityand make only transient contacts with the DC. In a sub-

sequent study the physical contacts between Ag-bear- (Stefanova et al., 2002), but this is presently only an
intriguing speculation. An alternative is that the changeing DCs and CD8� T cells were also estimated to last

for several hours (Bousso and Robey, 2003). Therefore, in contact duration is not the result of alterations in T cell
physiology but, rather, reflects the further differentia-for both CD4� and CD8� T cells, long-lasting physical

conjugation with DCs appears to be the predominant tion/maturation of the cotransferred DCs over the obser-
vation period. Indeed, various studies have shown thatmode of interactions that preceded robust clonal expan-

sion in explanted LNs. Interestingly, these data, ob- more mature or activated DCs express increased levels
of adhesion molecules (Teunissen et al., 1994) that aretained by using the latest technical methods, are very

similar to observations made more than 25 years ago important in establishing long-lived contacts with T cells
(Benvenuti et al., 2004).involving guinea pigs’ lymphocytes and antigen-pre-

senting cells analyzed in vitro (Stingl et al., 1978; Yama- Taken together, these live-imaging studies conducted
by different research groups using distinct methodsshita and Shevach, 1978). These studies showed pro-
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have indicated that stable and long-lasting association variants of fluorescent proteins more practical (Dickin-
is a major mode of T cell interaction with foreign Ag- son et al., 2003), as new fluorescent proteins with en-
bearing DC in situ and is required for T cells to proliferate hanced quantum efficiencies and more distinct emission
and subsequently develop effector functions. On the spectra are developed (Kalb et al., 2004; Zhang et al.,
other hand, a shared deficiency in all of above live- 2002), and as 64-bit computers allow more channels of
imaging studies is the lack of real-time functional read- data collection and analysis. As just one example of the
outs in vivo. As a result, we are still unable to accurately potential of active reporter technology in the context
estimate how long a particular T cell needs to contact of two-photon imaging, we have been able to readily
an Ag-bearing DC in situ in order to turn on a relevant visualize two different fluorescent proteins simultane-
gene, e.g., IL-2. Indeed, in vitro studies are still more ously in the LN of immunized mice carrying IL-2 pro-
advanced in this regard. For example, GFP expressed moter/enhancer driven fluorescent protein transgenes
under the control of a large IL-2 promoter fragment was (D. Bruniquel, R.H. Schwartz, R.N.G., and A.Y.C.H., un-
used to assess in a dispersed cell culture environment published data). Other studies have shown the feasibility
the relationship between the longevity of a T cell-DC of imaging sites such as Peyer’s patches and of combin-
conjugate and the capacity of a given T cell to activate ing analysis of lymphoid cells with infectious agents that
the IL-2 reporter (Hurez et al., 2003). In this study, several express endogenous fluorescent proteins (M. Chieppa,
hours of stable contact were necessary before a cell unpublished data).
would show reporter GFP activity; brief encounters al-
lowed CD69 upregulation but never IL-2 gene activity. Finding Ag-Bearing DCs: Chance Encounter

Going forward, a key technical issue in the field will or Planned Date?
thus be the development and use of fluorescent reporter How do rare antigen-specific T cells find the only slightly
technology (Zhang et al., 2002) to assess gene activity more abundant antigen-bearing DCs that are present in
(Hu-Li et al., 2001; Mohrs et al., 2001; Naramura et al., LNs draining a peripheral site of infection or presenting
1998), to observe molecular redistributions such as a tissue-specific antigen in the “steady-state” (Scheinecker
those occurring during immune synapse formation et al., 2002), thus generating the long-lived cell clusters
(Egen and Allison, 2002; Krummel et al., 2000; Wetzel et described above? One intriguing feature of T-DC inter-
al., 2002), and/or to follow intracellular signaling events actions that has been reported and that our own imaging
(Miyawaki et al., 1999; Siegel et al., 2000; Ting et al., has confirmed is the role the dendrites of DCs play in
2001). Endogenous expression of fluorescent reporters promoting antigen-dependent cell interactions (Miller et
is also essential for moving beyond the current methods al., 2004). Both in vitro (K. Eichelberg, unpublished data)
of adoptive transfer of ex vivo manipulated, dye-labeled and in situ (Movie 6, available online at http://www.
cells that are particularly problematic with respect to immunity.com/cgi/content/full/21/3/331/DC1), T cells
DC biology (Banchereau and Steinman, 1998). The use often first touch the tip of a rapidly moving dendrite
of CD43-GFP to reveal T-DC immunological synapse when they are in the vicinity of a mature DC (Miller et
formation in vivo shows the feasibility of this approach al., 2004). When the latter has cognate foreign pMHC
(Delon et al., 2001; Stoll et al., 2002), but many hurdles

ligands on its surface, this brief and physically limited
remain. Current microscope detectors require rather

contact frequently results in a rapid change in local T cell
high levels of fluorescence from cells for adequate im-

membrane morphology and the movement of the T cell
aging deep in tissues, but for many molecules, this de-

into close contact with the body of the presenting cell.mands gross overexpression of the protein of interest
Cahalan and colleagues have measured the volume(Tsien, 1998), with the likely outcome that the normal
swept by DC processes in situ and estimated that theyphysiology of the cell will be disturbed. Fluorescent pro-
increase the effective zone of potential T cell contacttein expression by all of a particular population of cells
by at least 3-fold (Miller et al., 2004). These data providepresent in a transgenic animal can make the image too
a dramatic example of how dynamic imaging can linkcomplex for analysis. Only a few color variants of GFP
morphology with function.with substantially distinct emission spectra are available

Is the entry of a T cell into the contact range of a DC(Tsien, 1998; Zhang et al., 2002), limiting the extent to
a random or directed event? Innate receptor (e.g., TLR)which several cells or molecular parameters can be fol-
signals that accompany pathogen invasion induce acti-lowed simultaneously. Retroviral transduction of acti-
vated DC to produce chemokines recognized by recep-vated T cells results in poor homing of these cells to
tors on memory T cells (Tang and Cyster, 1999). ThisLN, although culture in certain cytokines can minimize
implies that directional T cell migration toward an anti-this problem (Weninger et al., 2001).
gen-bearing DC should be seen under such conditions.Ways around these limitations are emerging. Infection
More limited evidence suggests that such activated DCof bone marrow precursors followed by generation of
also make at least one chemokine (CCL19) (Ngo et al.,chimeric animals can be used to obtain fluorescent naive
1998) that interacts with a receptor (CCR7) found oncells that localize to the LN upon further transfer (Stoll
naive T cells (Butcher et al., 1999). Naive T cells enteringet al., 2002). Cells purified from animals with global ex-
the LN through HEV might thus be expected to chemotaxpression of a fluorescent protein (Okabe et al., 1997)
toward mature DCs that had trafficked through the af-can also be employed for this purpose, an approach
ferent lymphatic and entered the paracortical regionthat prevents the loss of signal that accompanies cell
through the floor of the subcapsular sinus (Weinlich etdivision of dye-labeled cells. Some of the other problems
al., 1998). These Ag-specific T cells would then be re-will disappear as new generations of detectors appear
tained in this region following TCR engagement by thewith enhanced sensitivity, as spectral separation hard-

ware and software makes distinguishing minor color “stop” signal arising from this engagement that is partly
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the consequence of increased integrin-mediated adhe- T cell mobility involves the observation that naive T cells
appear to rapidly reverse direction upon reaching thesion (Dustin et al., 1997). T cells that did not find a

cognate ligand would presumably show only transient border of a B cell follicle (Miller et al., 2003) (Movies 7
and 8, available online at http://www.immunity.com/cgi/contacts with these DCs. In the case of a noninfected

host lacking inflammatory signals that promote DC acti- content/full/21/3/331/DC1). This is quite difficult to ex-
plain by the current random walk interpretation of T cellvation, it is less clear whether chemotactic signals would

be available to guide T cells to these key antigen-pre- mobility. However, structural analyses of the fibroblastic
reticular cell (FRC) network of lymph nodes have re-senting cells, and thus, one might expect a different

pattern of T cell migration within the LN under such con- vealed a striking difference between primary follicles
and the adjacent T cell cortex: collagen fibers and theditions.

Cahalan and colleagues were the first to conduct the fibroblastoid reticular cells (FRCs) that wrap around
them are abundant in the T zone but sparse in the follicleextensive quantitative analyses necessary to evaluate

whether T cells show any particular pattern in their mi- (Kaldjian et al., 2001). Thus, an intriguing explanation
for the behavior of naive T cells at this border zone isgratory behavior. Their in situ analyses of T cell motility

have challenged the notion that DCs (activated or not) that they preferentially utilize the FRC network as the
substrate for migration and will not continue movingprovide specific location cues to T cells and modify the

their directionality within lymphoid tissues (Cahalan et beyond the limits of this “track” system. Such confine-
ment of T cell movement to extracellular matrix elementsal., 2002; Wei et al., 2003). These investigators reported

that the mean displacement of a migrating naı̈ve CD4� has been observed in the collagen gel matrix model
(Friedl et al., 1998). If this notion of physical constraintsT cell population was not linearly proportional to the

amount of time they spend in locomotion, as would be is correct, then activated T cells that have acquired
CXCR5 expression and are attracted to forming germinalexpected for directional movement; rather, the displace-

ment was linearly proportional to the square root of time, centers within B cell follicles (Ansel et al., 1999) must
either lose this limitation to permit their migrationa characteristic feature of random diffusion that has

most often been used to describe the behavior of mole- through the follicle or the follicle must undergo some
remodeling to create the necessary “tracks” for T cell in-cules rather than cells. This feature of T cell migration

was also reported to be shared by B lymphocytes in the vasion.
A related point is that because the FRC network hasprimary follicle (Cahalan et al., 2002) and similar data

have been presented for CD8� T cells by Mempel et al. been shown to divide the cortex into interconnected
“labyrinthine cavities” (Kaldjian et al., 2001), the distribu-(2004). Furthermore, in a separate study Cahalan’s

group specifically analyzed T cell motion in the immedi- tion of any potential chemokine gradients in the T zone
is unlikely to be linear in space. Thus, even when T cellsate vicinity of endogenous antigen-bearing DCs that

were presumed to be mature and activated, once again are indeed committed to chemokine-directed migration,
they would have to change directions as often as re-failing to find a directional pattern (Miller et al., 2004).

Clearly, these results are not consistent with a chemo- quired by the dimensions of individual cavities and the
convoluted distribution of chemokines. This would cer-taxis-driven T-DC encounter for either the steady-state

condition or in the presence of inflammatory activation tainly increase the apparent randomness as measured
in the displacement-versus-time analysis, blurring theof DC. These investigators thus proposed that the initial

meeting between Ag-specific T cells and Ag-bearing distinction between chemotaxis and true random mo-
tion. Finally, in the case of local behaviors near DCs, atDCs is a stochastic process in which T cells and antigen-

bearing DCs mutually scan for potential partners through least for mature activated DCs that are known to pro-
duce T cell-attracting chemokines (Morelli et al., 2001;autonomous “random walks” (Miller et al., 2003).

While there is little direct evidence at present for T cell Nagorsen et al., 2004; Ngo et al., 1998; Tang and Cyster,
1999), one wonders if chemokine production by nonfluo-chemotaxis in vivo, it is also necessary to be cautious

about concluding from these data that lymphocytes truly rescent DCs in the vicinity complicates the analysis.
As evident from the above discussion, the few liveengage only in “random walks.” First, the proper use of

this term in physics requires the observations made of tissue-imaging studies performed to date have yet to
define the precise dynamics by which the initial encoun-a system to meet a number of rather stringent condi-

tions, of which the displacement-time relationship as ter of Ag-specific T cells and DCs occurs. On the other
hand, a conceptual framework for this line of researchused in the above-mentioned studies is a necessary,

but not sufficient, one. A more comprehensive way of may be extracted from static imaging analyses of tissue
sections. By using DO11.10 CD4� T cells and peptide-conducting such an analysis involves simulating a pure

random walk in silico as a control and testing experimen- pulsed splenic DCs in a adoptive transfer model, Ingulli
et al. (1997) observed T-DC clusters in draining lymphtal observations against the results of such simulations,

similar to the practice employed in studies of molecular node as early as 8 hr after subcutaneous DC injection.
While the size and number of these clusters increaseddynamics involving membranes (Saxton and Jacobson,

1997). Second, due to the technical limitations already substantially within the next 16 hr, their general location
appeared to remain the same: the paracortical T celldiscussed, the physical complexity of lymph node struc-

ture is not visible to an observer with the current two- region close to B cell follicles (Ingulli et al., 1997). Be-
cause at least for peripheral lymph nodes, this regionphoton methods. Therefore, certain seemingly autono-

mous features of lymphocyte motility may actually be is supplied with abundant HEV (Gretz et al., 1997), it is
interesting to consider the possibility that DCs comingimposed by structural constrains and not by the lack of

an underlying chemotactic drive in the system. from peripheral tissues and T cells coming from the
circulation would concentrate their scanning aroundOne possible illustration of this process of guided
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HEV areas in seeking their cognate partners, with the the duration as well as frequency of T-DC contacts, but
even in these areas, limitations in both the methods andresult that many such interactions would occur shortly

after T cell diapedesis from the blood rather than after our ability to interpret the images are evident. This is
particularly true with respect to the complexity of lympha prolonged period of wandering deep in the LN paren-

chyma. As noted above, tissue-derived DCs are prefer- node structure and the substantial variation in lympho-
cyte and DC behavior in distinct subregions of theseentially localized to the vicinity of HEVs 24 hr after immu-

nization and these DCs form clusters with Ag-specific organs. It is also important to keep in mind that as
beautiful as such images can be, they complementT cells in this location shortly after the adoptive transfer

of the latter (Bajenoff et al., 2003). Similarly, a high con- rather than replace more traditional methods of immuno-
logical investigation that provide a richer assessmentcentration of interacting T cells and DCs was also ob-

served in the interfollicular (“cortical ridge”) region near of function as opposed to just form.
Despite these current constraints, the future is brightthe HEV in a separate study (Katakai et al., 2004). Such a

preferential distribution of incoming DCs to HEV regions (no pun intended). With improvements in the tool kit for
microscopic imaging studies, there will surely be anhas been confirmed by two published live imaging analy-

ses, although neither study revealed directional migra- increasingly sophisticated set of observations emerging
in the near future on the dynamic aspects of immune celltion of DCs based on displacement-time analysis (Mem-

pel et al., 2004; Miller et al., 2004). The concentration/ behavior in situ. With careful and cautious interpretation,
together with the right cohort of accompanying studies,retention of DC and T cells in this region might be driven

by the locally high level of CCL21 acting on CCR7 ex- we can look forward to a deepening understanding of
how the intricate dances of immune cells contribute topressed by both the incoming DC and lymphocytes

(Cyster, 2000). the overall behavior of the system.
This mechanism could make T cell detection of Ag-
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